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Abstract

Design modifications to airfoils in unsteady transonic flo
are carried out by means of realistic geometry modelin
and systematic transonic design removal of recompress
shocks. Results of systematic design lead to simplifi
shape modification functions shortcutting the use of 2
steady and unsteady numerical methods and help exte
ing design knowledge base to improving airfoils for hel
copter rotors and dynamic stall control.

Introduction
In recent past years practical concepts to adapt aero
namic components of flight vehicles in transonic speed f
varying operating conditions have gained renewed atte
tion after years when theoretical methods [1], [2] alread
suggested systematic shape variations to airfoils and l
ing wings.

New materials, refined control mechanisms and mo
stringent requirements to reduce fuel consumption ha
led to several concepts to modify efficient flow boundarie
during flight by elastic, pneumatic, piezoelectric and oth
devices so that there is a realistic chance now that one
these technologies will in some way lead to improvemen
of a commercial product.

In this situation theoretical and numerical analysts a
challenged to refine their tools to better model geomet
cal boundary conditions including mechanical constrain
[3], and use advanced numerical analysis to fully mod
viscous effects in compressible flow. The latter is to be d
veloped especially for simulation of unsteady flow phe
nomena in transonic flow, since it seems that the period
performance of helicopter rotor blades, including the o
1
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currence of dynamic stall, may be influenced most favo
ably by adaptive devices.

In consequence of these developments, we have upda
software for geometric preprocessing of 2D and 3D co
figurations, as well as for numerical analysis, to genera
and simulate airfoils in unsteady shape and flow cond
tions. First results of improved aerodynamic performan
have been obtained by combining a large camber mod
cation of a standard airfoil with local contour flattening
based on the transonic design knowledge base [4].

In this contribution we arrive at exploring different mod
els for camber variation. Not only the portion of the mod
fied airfoil parts but also analytical models used for airfo
deformation will be tested with a view to effectiveness i
flow control and mechanical realization.

Although the lowest free stream Mach number is lowe
than transonic flow considerations are nece
sary since even at this low Mach number there are sup
sonic regions on the airfoil which have a strong effect o
flow characteristics, [7].

Also, we try to investigate the role of systematic shock
free redesign, comparing a steady, inverse method of ch
acteristics with simplified geometry modifications guide
by the Fictitious Gas (FG) design method.

The geometry models will be analyzed under an oscillat
ry motion together with phase-shifted variation in Mac
number. This will be done regarding to an industrial app
cation in the field of helicopter aerodynamics.

The flowfield response to our geometric investigation
will be numerically solved by our 2D-time accurate im
plizit Navier-Stokes Code which features the most com
mon turbulence- and transition-models.

Here the importance of adequate turbulence models
well as appropriate models for transition will be pointe
out if the aim is predicting heavily separated flows at lo
Mach numbers as well as flows in the transonic speed
gime.

In [8] detailed comparisons of computed fully turbulen
and transitional flow solutions with experimental data a
presented.

M 0 3,=
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Defining a new airfoil for a selected
design point

The correlation of the angle of attack (AoA) and the
phase-shifted variation in Mach number (M) will be de-
fined in dependence of the dimensionless time (T) as de-
picted in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Relation between angle of attack (AoA) and
Mach number (M)

In order of creating a new airfoil we define our design-
point at . Here the AoA reaches its minimum
value of corresponding to the highest
Mach number which is in our case .

We use our geometric preprocessing tools to create an ini-
tial airfoil of the ‘PARSEC’ family [3] as a suitable start-
ing configuration for adaptive helicopter rotor blade
design. Systematic shock-free redesign to remove the
shock at design conditions, Fig.2(a), based on the FG-de-
sign method combined with an inverse method of charac-
teristics (IMOC) applied to the supersonic region of the
flowfield (Fig.3) results in an intermediate design,
Fig.2(b), optimized for design values. A relaxation of sur-
face modification parameters leads to the final airfoil, fur-
ther used in this paper as ‘baseline rigid airfoil’, Fig.2(c)
with , , . This final
variation was found useful especially for unsteady flows
providing an airfoil suitable for a whole range of flow pa-
rameters varying in the vicinity of design conditions.

Fig.2 Pressure distributions for given and redesigned
airfoils using steady fully turbulent Navier-
Stokes calculations

Using the FG-method the real flowfield around the airfo
is computed except at regions where the local flow veloc
ty exceeds the critical speed. In potential theory for ide
gas this region would be modelled by some hyperbo
partial differential equation (PDE). However, the FG
method solves an elliptic PDE everywhere in the flow
field. This leads to solutions for the usual, ideal gas in r
gions with subsonic speeds and a solution in the forma
supersonic region, but for a fictitous gas.

Fig.3 Isobars at design conditions; steady 2D flow
characteristics as derived from IMOC start-
ing at the critical pressure line and defining
the new contur. Subtracted surface bumps
refer to Fig. 2

Since recompression shocks are not possible in ellip
flows we achieve a shock-free flow model, Fig.3. For d
termining the real flow characteristics in the region su
rounded by the sonic line we use our IMOC which need
flow data at the sonic line as initial conditions for march
ing toward the airfoil, to find its new contour compatible
to the smooth sonic line. After taking into account som
corrections for the boundary layer thickness we arrive
the new shock-free airfoil, Fig.4.

For a more deepened insight in the FG-method and t
IMOC refer to [5], [6].

We have extended the 2D time-accurate Navier-Stok
code to allow for FG models, but for theoretical complete
ness we still have to show the potential of an unstea
method of characteristics.
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For practical purposes, however, we use already unsteady,
calibrated bumps derived from steady design, to adapt a
shape dynamically to unsteady operating conditions.

Fig.4 Design modifications on the airfoil contour, lines
corresponding to Fig.2 (Scaled)

Models for airfoil deformation
An exact definition of flow boundary conditions by math-
ematically explicit functions has proven most beneficial
for the quality of any numerical simulation. This is espe-
cially true if the goal of the analysis is finding shape mod-
ifications for improved aerodynamics. We use, therefore,
analytical tools for input preprocessing prior to CFD. In
the present case we like to investigate 2 possibilities for an
airfoil deformation, which varies in time.

Fig.5 Airfoil modification by modeling a sealed slat
and flap.

Rotation of rigid airfoil front or rear parts around given
hinge points and their elastic connection, Fig.5, which is
modeled by a quintic spline, is one way to define some un-
steady boundary condition. Such a model of sealed slats
and/or flaps with a smooth curvature connections may be
realized mechanically.

Being in a position to actually choose all the necessary p
rameters rather freely in order to optimize unsteady flo
quality gives us the chance to not only fulfill condition
which may be set by (present) industrial relevance, b
also to take these as a starting point for finding new spe
fications for new parameters and defining their range r
gardless of present status of mechanical realization.

This was the motivation for finding an alternate way to de
fine some effective parameters for creating airfoil defo
mation specification. As well known from classica
aerodynamic theory used for defining airfoils in incom
pressible, inviscid, irrotational flow, airfoils can be de
fined as being composed by a camber line and
superimposed thickness distribution. According to that w
can define some airfoil deformation by keeping contr
over the camberline shaping leaving the thickness dist
bution unchanged during deformation, Fig.6.

What is needed in this case is information about the ca
berline of the initial airfoil to be deformed.

Compared to resulting non-smooth local camberlin
shape distribution in Fig.5 in the hinge point area if sla
and flap are rotated, the new model employs a smoo
function for the camber line.

Fig.6 Airfoil modification by controlling the airfoil
camber line

Modeling the camber line with some cubic function give
us the ability to closely fit the new (SCV-) airfoil to the
previous (SSF-) airfoil variation.

As mentioned in the introduction we think of our geome
try definitions as being part of the geometry preprocessi
which itself is part of the design toolbox finally becoming
part of some mechanical realization software.

However, in order of judging a geometry model and th
choice of adequate parameters it is not sufficient to restr
the view on geometry. Rather a multidisciplinary view i
needed, at least for structural concerns, in order to dec
which model actually fits a certain application.
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Flow solver conditions
For the flow solver the use of a structured cartesian grid of
the dimensions was found suitable. The small-
est grid element height is found in the first layer with a

 referred to chord (c).

The choosen reduced frequency was set to
which results for a Reynolds number of and
the design Mach number of in an oscillatory
frequency of about .

Case studies
First, we like to investigate our baseline rigid airfoil under
unsteady flow conditions as depicted in Fig.1. To illustrate
the flow quality we use 3D graphics as shown in Fig.7
with the axes in (X,Time, -cp) directions.

Fig.7 Pressure coefficient for the baseline rigid airfoil
upper surface under unsteady conditions.
Fully turbulent, Spalart/Allmaras turbu-
lence model

The illustration starts at the mean angle of attack of
and a Mach number of . We

have some high suction peaks because of strong accelera-
tion starting from the stagnation point. Strong separation
on the airfoil upper surface is taking place as the airfoil
moves towards the highest AoA and accordingly the low-
est Mach number at . The shedding of the dy-
namic stall vortex can be seen as a wave being transported
toward the trailing edge and subsequently into the wake of
the airfoil. As the airfoil moves towards its lowest AoA at

to reach the steady flow design point we realize

not only nearly shock-free flow but a whole region aroun
the design point with very weak shock strength.

This flow characteristics confirms us in using a steady d
sign method also for unsteady flows as long as the reduc
frequency  is not too high.

However for suppressing effects like the strong separati
on the upper airfoil side we like to test our geometry mod
els for effectiveness. Some work in this field was done r
cently [10] where we limited the size of the sealed slat
10% chord at the nose, and no sealed flap, for industr
relevance.

To show the potential of deforming airfoils we now like to
allow for larger deformations.

We defined a deformation using the SSF model accordi
to Fig.5 with large elastic connections and reduced rig
portions of the contour, Fig.8

   Fig.8 Airfoils at maximum deformation (scaled)

For comparing purposes we also modeled an airfoil a
cording to the SCV geometry (Fig.6) by aiming to achiev
nearly the same (maximum) deviation at airfoil leadin
edge and trailing edge as achieved with the SSF model
cording to Fig.5.

Fig.9 Airfoil deformation vs. dimensionless time, to be
seen in conjunction with Fig.1

The airfoil deformation is in phase with the AoA variation
as is illustrated in Fig.9 which is to be related to Fig.1.

Deforming the initial airfoil according to the SSF mode
shows improvements of the flow quality over most of th
airfoil upper surface:
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Fig.10 Pressure coefficient for the deforming SSF air-
foil upper surface. Fully turbulent, Spalart/
Allmaras turbulence model

As seen in Fig.10 this model is able to achieve dramatical-
ly improved pressure distributions in the time domain T <
0.5 compared to Fig.7, at the expense of a breakdown of
the shock-free domain at T ~ 0.75: the elastic contour con-
nection modifies the designed shape enough to result in a
double shock cp distribution. A fully 2D-unsteady flow
shock-free redesign method with a refined elastic connec-
tion fit between drooped nose and rigid airfoil mainframe
could cure this setback, software development for these
improvements still has to be done.

Fig.11 Pressure coefficient for the deforming SCV air-
foil upper surface. Fully turbulent, Spalart/
Allmaras turbulence model

Systematic shock-free redesign establishes a curvat
balance on the upper airfoil surface which is likely to b
disturbed by a mechanical device for a sealed slat. T
following result, Fig.11, computed for the smoother SC
airfoil, happens to suit a shock-free flow much better,
can be seen in the cp distribution in the T ~ 0.75 area in
Fig.11. Modified curvature due to the distributed camb
deformation leads to sonic flow conditions closer to th
airfoil nose and subsequent smooth curvature reduct
accomodates a ‘rooftop’ pressure distribution with a nea
ly absent recompression shock. For T ~ 1 we seethat the
shock breaks up into a series of waves.

To judge the overall performance of airfoil deformatio
models we use cl, cd, cm versus AoA plots, as depicted in
Fig.12 to Fig.14.

Fig.12 Lift coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF
and SCV airfoils

Both geometry models deliver clean curves for cl-, cd- and
cm, with a maximum in cl which is about three times high-
er than the static value. Due to vortex shedding a loss inl
occurs near the maximum AoA resulting in a hysteres
loop with a slightly higher cl during downstroke for the
model with pure camber variation.

The cd-Plots shown in Fig.13 reach their maximum a
maximum AoA with a value of .

For the moment coefficient, depicted in Fig.14 we realize
a nearly constant value over the whole periode with slig
change in sign near the maximum AoA for the model a
cording to Fig.6.
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Fig.13 Drag coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF
and SCV airfoils

Fig.14 Moment coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil,
SSF and SCV airfoils

Because of the lack of any experimental results we decid-
ed to do some additional calculations with a different ap-
proach in modeling transition and turbulence.

As mentioned in [9]: “The incorporation of transitional
flow effects using flow modeling was found to be a key el-
ement for an improved prediction of the dynamic stall
hysteresis loops, even at relatively high Reynolds num-
bers.“

Therefore we correlate the transition onset point to the
point on the airfoil where a minimum in pressure occurs.
From this point on downstream we used the Chen-Thyson
intermittency formulation to model the transition from
laminar to turbulent boundary layer. For this kind of
boundary layer treatment it was only possible to use the
Baldwin-Lomax Turbulence Model so far.

Fig.15 Lift coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF
and SCV airfoils, using Baldwin/Lomax tur-
bulence model and Chen/Thyson transition
model

As depicted in Fig.15 we get a rather similar result for th
rigid airfoil with a slightly bigger decrease in cl as the vor-
tex looses contact with the airfoil and a higher lift over
shoot near the highest AoA. For both deformed airfoils w
achieve a very small hysteresis loop, indicating near
suppressing the separation of dynamic stall vortex.

Fig.16 Drag coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil and
SSF and SCVairfoils, using Baldwin/Lomax
turbulence model and Chen/Thyson transi-
tion model

We also realize the superimposed oscillation (Fig.15
Fig.17) to be stronger as with the Spalart-Allmaras turb
lence model during upstroke which comes from the effe
of continuous compression and decompression areas
the upper leading edge as also shown in Fig.11.

In [11] a similar effect was found in experiments on th
NACA0012 airfoil shown with Schlieren photographs.
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Fig.17 Moment coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil,
SSF and SCV airfoils, using Baldwin/
Lomax turbulence model and Chen/Thyson
transition model

Unfortunately we could not get a converged solution for
the baseline rigid airfoil with the transition onset at mini-
mum pressure location, probably due to strong seperation
over most of the airfoil upperside. We therefore used
Michel’s criterium to find the transition onset point.

Conclusions
Notwithstanding the need for a deepened theoretical mod-
eling of unsteady aerodynamics including an extension of
our inverse method of characteristics to become a 3D (=
2D unsteady) design tool, we have already a practical
computational toolbox for improving given wing and
blade sections. This is achieved by surface deformations
resulting from realistic models of sealed slat (and flap)
components and by local bump additions or subtractions
as they result from steady shock-free design concepts,
plus an application of the ‘unsteady swept wing analogon’
to calibrate parameters.

Two of our geometry models were tested for their effec-
tiveness and ability in dynamic flow control.

Both models showed big potential in defining flow bound-
aries. As numerically demonstrated for the test case of dy-
namic stall control we think of our preprocessing tools as
being able to deliver well developed models for time de-
pendent flow boundary specifications.

It was found that modeling deformations using quintic
functions for sealed slat and flap gives good results espe-
cially during the upstoke where the drooped nose dramati-
cally reduces flow expansion and recompression shock
strength.

From a practical point of view the SSF model may find a
realization for adaptive helicopter rotor blades.

Modeling airfoil deformations by SCV airfoils still needs
a more careful approach to find optimum parameters f
the camber line variation. Some superimposed oscillatio
in the cl-, cd-, cm-plots require further investigations. Low
speed applications for the SCV model and suitable 3D g
ometry extensions can be found of course in modeling a
imal motions as for example flapping bird wings and fis
bodies.

Also the approach in fixed wing aerodynamics controllin
an airplane by changing the whole wing in a variable twi
manner rather than the use of ailerons can be a field of
terest for the SCV model with direct camber control.

Some uncertainties arise from numerical transition a
turbulence modeling. As pointed out by many author
taking care of the laminar boundary layer plays an impo
tant role in predicting dynamic stall. The lack of appropr
ate models still gives us only limited possibilities in exac
prediction.

Various suitable computer visualization techniques, wi
video animation of the airfoil motion including flow sepa
ration, are found useful in trying to understand the physi
of dynamic stall.
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	The choosen reduced frequency was set to which results for a Reynolds number of and the design Ma...
	Case studies

	First, we like to investigate our baseline rigid airfoil under unsteady flow conditions as depict...
	Fig.7 Pressure coefficient for the baseline rigid airfoil upper surface under unsteady conditions...

	The illustration starts at the mean angle of attack of and a Mach number of . We have some high s...
	This flow characteristics confirms us in using a steady design method also for unsteady flows as ...
	However for suppressing effects like the strong separation on the upper airfoil side we like to t...
	To show the potential of deforming airfoils we now like to allow for larger deformations.
	We defined a deformation using the SSF model according to Fig.5 with large elastic connections an...
	Fig.8 Airfoils at maximum deformation (scaled)

	For comparing purposes we also modeled an airfoil according to the SCV geometry (Fig.6) by aiming...
	Fig.9 Airfoil deformation vs. dimensionless time, to be seen in conjunction with Fig.1

	The airfoil deformation is in phase with the AoA variation as is illustrated in Fig.9 which is to...
	Deforming the initial airfoil according to the SSF model shows improvements of the flow quality o...
	Fig.10 Pressure coefficient for the deforming SSF airfoil upper surface. Fully turbulent, Spalart...

	As seen in Fig.10 this model is able to achieve dramatically improved pressure distributions in t...
	Fig.11 Pressure coefficient for the deforming SCV airfoil upper surface. Fully turbulent, Spalart...

	Systematic shock-free redesign establishes a curvature balance on the upper airfoil surface which...
	To judge the overall performance of airfoil deformation models we use cl, cd, cm versus AoA plots...
	Fig.12 Lift coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF and SCV airfoils

	Both geometry models deliver clean curves for cl-, cd- and cm, with a maximum in cl which is abou...
	The cd-Plots shown in Fig.13 reach their maximum at maximum AoA with a value of .
	For the moment coefficient, depicted in Fig.14 we realized a nearly constant value over the whole...
	Fig.13 Drag coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF and SCV airfoils
	Fig.14 Moment coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF and SCV airfoils

	Because of the lack of any experimental results we decided to do some additional calculations wit...
	As mentioned in [9]: “The incorporation of transitional flow effects using flow modeling was foun...
	Therefore we correlate the transition onset point to the point on the airfoil where a minimum in ...
	Fig.15 Lift coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF and SCV airfoils, using Baldwin/Lomax turb...

	As depicted in Fig.15 we get a rather similar result for the rigid airfoil with a slightly bigger...
	Fig.16 Drag coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil and SSF and SCVairfoils, using Baldwin/Lomax tu...

	We also realize the superimposed oscillation (Fig.15 to Fig.17) to be stronger as with the Spalar...
	In [11] a similar effect was found in experiments on the NACA0012 airfoil shown with Schlieren ph...
	Fig.17 Moment coefficient vs. AoA for rigid airfoil, SSF and SCV airfoils, using Baldwin/ Lomax t...

	Unfortunately we could not get a converged solution for the baseline rigid airfoil with the trans...
	Conclusions

	Notwithstanding the need for a deepened theoretical modeling of unsteady aerodynamics including a...
	Two of our geometry models were tested for their effectiveness and ability in dynamic flow control.
	Both models showed big potential in defining flow boundaries. As numerically demonstrated for the...
	It was found that modeling deformations using quintic functions for sealed slat and flap gives go...
	From a practical point of view the SSF model may find a realization for adaptive helicopter rotor...
	Modeling airfoil deformations by SCV airfoils still needs a more careful approach to find optimum...
	Also the approach in fixed wing aerodynamics controlling an airplane by changing the whole wing i...
	Some uncertainties arise from numerical transition and turbulence modeling. As pointed out by man...
	Various suitable computer visualization techniques, with video animation of the airfoil motion in...
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